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A short word about Reacfin & today’s speakers
Reacfin

Reacfin s.a. is a Belgian-based actuary, risk &
portfolio management consulting firm.
We co-develop innovative solutions and robust tools
for Risk and Portfolio management.
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•

Spin-off of the University of Louvain (Institute of Statistic
& Actuarial Science)

•

Focused on
o Quantitative Modelling
o Machine Learning Solutions
o Stochastic Finance
o Actuarial science
o Model Life-Cycle Management & policies
o Restructuring & operational effectiveness

•

Making sure our clients truly own the solutions

•

About 25 consultants most of which hold PhD’s or highly
specialized university degrees with main offices in
Brussels, Antwerp and Luxembourg.

What we do
•
•
•
•
•
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Models design & development
Data Mining solutions
Implementation advisory
Model reviews & validation
Specialized strategic consulting

A bridge between academic
excellence and Financial
Institutions best practices

A short word about Reacfin & today’s speakers
Speakers
Maciej Stern-Sterzynski (Managing Partner)
Maciej is the co-author the Second Pillar of the European Commission’s Solvency II Directive. He was also involved in the
writing of the CRD Directive for European banks.
Within Reacfin, Dr. Sterzynski is responsible for our Center of Excellence “Qualitative Risk Management, Restructuring &
Operations”. He focuses on the development, implementation and validation of Risk Management frameworks for
financial institutions. His key expertise are risk governance & risk strategy/policy, risk appetite frameworks (incl. ORSA /
ICAAP / ILAAP), AML, operational risk management and organization restructuring. He has developed risk management
frameworks for several financial institutions across the European Union, Central Europe and the Gulf Countries.
Maciej holds a Master in Law, a Master in Economy as well as PhD in Finance. He has actively been involved at the multiple
universities worldwide as a visiting professor and published a set of highly regarded articles in risk management.

François Ducuroir (Managing Partner)
François Ducuroir, holds a Msc. in Applied Economics and in Msc. In Applied Mathematics (Magna Cum Laude). Francois is
a consultant specialized in Quantitative Risk- & Portfolio Management as well as Capital Solutions since 2010. He also
develops the Statistical Machine Learning & Data Mining expertise within our company.
Mr. Ducuroir has over 10 years’ trading room experience in Belgium, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom structuring,
trading and selling derivatives & structured solutions to institutional investors (a.o. at NIBC and Barclays Capital). François
later spent several years at Fortis Bank and BNP Paribas Fortis, leading the Group's Credit portfolio management, the
Capital Solutions Department and was the banks’ director for the CFO’s Strategy and Operations office. In the early years
of his career, François was a Management Consultant at Mc Kinsey & Company.
Next to his consulting activities, Mr. Ducuroir teaches Banks & Financial Institutions Management at the University of
Louvain in Belgium.
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Evolution of market practices
Going through changes at a fast pace…

The Bad Guys…
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•

Smaller sized transactions (e.g. Smurfing,
terrorist financing, etc.)

•

New technologies (e.g. Bitcoins, Thor, etc.)

•
•

The Good Guys… (in financial institutions)
•

Increasing spending allocated to AML &
Compliance in the coming years (~ 60% Fin.
Institutions of which 1/3 expects significant
increases)

New layering opportunities (e.g. Shadow
banking, etc.)

•

Material improvements in data management
(Data Warehouses, reliability, etc.)

Increasing collusion / corruption of some
financial institution staff members (“the
threat may come from within”) – Typically
~30% of economic crimes within Fin. Instit.

•

Specific focus on client on-boarding

•

Development of advanced detection and
monitoring techniques (Transaction Monitoring
& client due diligence)
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Evolution of market practices

Not Exhaustive

Regulator’s response
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•

Set of major initiatives to reinforce the (e.g. upcoming AMLD IV in Europe &
new FinCEN rules in the US)

•

Increased focus on
o Risk Based Compliance Management (ERM approach to compliance)
o Customer due diligence (KYC)
o Ability to anticipate and detect suspicious behaviors
o UBO (“Ultimate Beneficial Owner”)

•

Increasing the responsibilities of senior managers within Financial Institutions

•

Risk Assessments (e.g. Article 8 of AMLD IV: “…take appropriate steps to
identify and assess their money laundering and terrorist financing risks taking
into account risk factors including customers, countries or geographic areas,
products, services, transactions or delivery channels. These steps shall be
proportionate to the nature and size of the obliged entities.” )

•

Increases in sanctions for both individuals and firms (e.g. up to 10% of
turnover and withdrawal of authorization in AMLD IV)
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Evolution of market practices

Not Exhaustive

New weapon’s to detect money laundering and financial criminality

New
challenges
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•

Risk Based Approach to Money Laundering (risk management analysis)

•

Larger data sets available (“Big Data”)

•

Enhanced modeling & data mining technique (Machine Learning, Statistical
Inference, etc.)

•

Computation power (Parallel computing)

•

New technologies and standards (e.g. Blockchains)

•

Improved organizational set-ups and better control of processes within the
financial sector

•

Relevant variable selection (see case-study example in next section)

•

Accounting for anticipations regarding upcoming Money Laundering techniques

•

“Build or buy” challenges & the risk related to black-box solutions

•

Strengthening model life-cycle management in compliance value chain
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Not Exhaustive

Evolution of market practices
Evolution in Financial Institutions & Supervisors’ Focus (1/2)

Money
Laundering
process

Placement

Traditional
AML
techniques
focus

Layering

Integration

Transaction Monitoring
•

Suspicious Activity Monitoring Engine (anomaly detections
focused on single clients)

•

Domains of
increased
attention

Alert/Reporting Workflow

Customer due-diligence (suspicious profile detection
& scope reduction)
•
•
•
•

KYC &CDD information collection
Data Warehousing and systematic data mining effectiveness
Anticipative “Scenario-based” approaches (e.g. using synthetic data)
Feeding Transaction Monitoring

•

Risk-based approach

•

Advanced data
mining techniques
(e.g. Machine Learning,
Statistical Inference)
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Not Exhaustive

Evolution of market practices
Evolution in Financial Institutions & Supervisors’ Focus (2/2)

Network Analysis
to detect
suspicious group
profiles &
behaviors

Forward-looking
assessments using
scenario based
synthetic data

•

Aims at identifying groups of collaborating firms or individuals (& UBO)

•

Detection by combining Supervised* Machine Learning algorithms with network analysis
(which introduce scores/weights for the strength of the relation between several parties in transactions)

•

Considering variables such as “shared agents”, “shared accounts”, “common locations”

•

“Neighborhoods” weights/variables are then integrated as input for the Supervised
Machin Learning Algorithm

•

Available datasets may be insufficient to allow early detection of emerging moneylaundering techniques

•

Simulated synthetic “sub-samples” can be integrated in the existing training data-set of
Machine Learning algorithms

•

Allows for scenario’s assessment based on (“never encountered before”) peers experience

Increasing the scope of data mining and the need for scope/dimension reduction
(i.e. relevant variable selection)
(*) i.e. the data set used for “training” the algorithm will include the response “Target” variable i.e. identified cases of Money Laundering (e.g. via a loss function)
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Evolution of market practices

Not Exhaustive

Key challenges for financial institutions going forward

•

Increasing regulatory requirements (incl. variety of local specificities) and
costs of related sanctions

•

Implementation of the risk based approach to the AML management +
Own Assessment (AMLD IV)

•

Need to adopt new high-end technology standards (need for new skills)
and avoid “Black-Box” effect
o

Combining in-house developed systems with external vendors solutions

o

Be the owner of your solutions: Co-developed solutions with external experts

•

Limited staff resources with adequate knowledge (increasing the risk of
creating black-boxes)

•

Risk of having AML efforts hindering commercial activity of the
institution (e.g. Client’s on-boarding burden)
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Examples developed in
the following pages
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Risk Based AML Lifecycle
Practical Challenges

Lifecycle Issues
•

•

•

•

•

Setting up the
comprehensive risk
management process
to track down the
compliance risk
Define the detailed
policies and
implement the
process
Re-define the
governance allowing
to capture the risk
and assess it before
providing the
solution
Introduce methods
allowing you to
analyze big set of
data and from
multiple perspectives
Regularly review the
framework in order
to limit the
shortcomings
14
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Risk Based Methodology to AML
Process Questions

• Identity of the customer including
beneficial ownership
• The nature of customer’s business
and his product profile-jewels,
precious metals, arms, antiques
• Location of business
• Products and services offered
• Customer’s customer or clients;
their location & business

ML/TF Risk Identyfication
how to guarantee the accurate, timely and objective information about
ML/TF risks to the bank?

ML/TF Risk Assessment
how the ML/TF threats identified will affect the bank?

ML/TF Risk Mitigation

Objectives:

what is most appropriate and effective way to mitigate the ML/TF risk?

 Protect a bank by preventing, detecting

and reporting money laundering, terrorist
financing and other illicit activities

MT/TF Risk Monitoring

 Manage AML risk in an integrated manner

across products, business lines and
geographies supported by globally
consistent systems and processes

Reporting

 Mitigate legal, financial, compliance and

reputational risk
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Case Study:
Implementing Risk Based Approach into existing AML Management
Prevention & Risk Map
Know Your Customer / Risk Data Collection

Detection & Risk Assessment
Investigations

Monitoring & Reporting

Customer Risk Scoring
Escalations

Transaction
Monitoring/

Transaction
Monitoring/
Alerts
Location (High
– Medium –
Low Risk
Countries)

List of inherent risks = data collection

Suspicious Activity Reporting
Case
Review
Investigations

Global Investigations
(Inputs from internal and external sources)

Account Restrictions & Closures
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Currency Transaction Reporting

Case study: risk segregation for a business-based risk assessment
/ an example of a business-based risk assessment
Practical example: the table below lists some risk factors that we have encountered as part of our
business- based risk assessment among major European banks.
We also provide a rationale as to how one could differentiate between different risk ratings:
•
•

This list represents some inherent risk factors that have not been mitigated yet;
By law, controls or mitigation measures will be required for all factors you identify as “high”

Factor

Rating
Low

Medium

High

>50
25-50
10-25

Products & Services
Electronic Transactions

No electronic transaction
services

Some electronic
transaction

Wide array of electronic
transactions

Currency Transactions

Few or no large currency
transactions

Medium volume

Large volume

Limited number and
value of funds

Medium number and
value of funds

Funds Transfers

Int. Exposure

Few international
accounts or low volume

4
3
2

1-10 4

1
2

4
0 <1y
>50
25-50
10-25

Moderate number

Significant number§

3
14- 3y
3
2
1

Locations in area known
to have a moderate
crime rate

Locations in area known
to have a large crime
rate

High-risk countries

Transactions not existing

Moderate volume of
transactions

Large volume of
transactions

4.50

1
>10y
1

2

4
0 <1y
>50
25-50
10-25

3
1 - 3y
4
3
2
1

1-10

4
0 <1y

2
3 - 10y

4.50

1
>10y

1

1
0

Locations in area known
to have a low crime rate

2
3 - 10y

1
4 0

Large number and value
of funds

1

1
0

1-10

Geography (Location)

17

4

2
3
1 - 3y

(*) Some (most) of which for tri-parties services mainly
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2
3 - 10y

1
>10y

4.50

Case Study: AML Program
Basic Requirements across SMEs

Risk Based Approach
AML Program is “risk based” and
must include:
• A system of complete and
comprehensive risk management
incl:
• Governance
• Policies/Guidelines
• Processes
• Methodologies
• Key Functions
independence
•

A system of internal controls

•

Independent testing of AML
Compliance

•

Designation of an AML
Compliance Officer

•

Training for appropriate
personnel = Fit & Proper principle

•

Data Management & Collection

Anti-Money Laundering Program (Scope & Items)

AML Lifecycle
Prevention
Know Your Customer

Detection
Monitoring & Investigations

Reporting

Risk Based Approach (Pro-active AML management)

Governance & Enterprise-wide Controls
Policies:
Covering compliance
risk management &
KYC-customer profiling
policies

Processes:
Comprehensive and
Complete
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Personnel:
Fit & Proper

Controls:
Effectiveness
methodology
applicable

Case Study: AML Governance in conjunction with the Risk Management

Board Level

Full awareness & responsibility
The set up of the Risk Based AML = clear ‘buy
in’ at the higher management level and topdown implementation approach

Oversees management's
implementation of a strong
global AML Program

Global Governance and Risk
Provides strategic direction and
drives execution of the AML Program in the
businesses

Compliance Function & RM Function
Full independence / Fit & Proper Principle /
Headcounts /Escalation privilege / Global RM
Framework

AML Steering Committees
Ensures management prioritizes the requirements of the AML Program and provides
resources and information as may be necessary to complete implementation of
regulatory commitments and other enhancements

Business Level
Ensures AML program requirements are properly executed and AML risks are monitored and controlled
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Compliance Function & RM
Function
Full independence / Fit &
Proper Principle /
Headcounts /Escalation
privilege / Global RM
Framework

Case study: Governance
Roles & responsibilities definition for RB AML management

• Timely and accurate completion of KYC / EDD
due diligence and periodic review requirements;
• Responds to transaction monitoring and
investigation case inquiries

AML
Operations

• Manages transaction monitoring
Hubs
• Provides support for MANTAS and
case management systems testing
and implementation

AML
Technology

• Defines and maintains the
technology strategy for AML
• Implements and maintains
environment controls, including data
quality and completeness

Compliance
Testing

• Conducts testing of AML program
and processes

•

Defines standards; provides advice
on regulatory requirements and
expectations; provides guidance on
client and product risk
• Client’s Profiling = Risk Based
•

Primary ownership for development
and production of the Risk
Assessments, Metrics and Analytics

• Manages projects, related issues and
escalations and reporting
• Oversees the IMR process
• Provides financial and third party
management

AML
Compliance

Business

Compliance
and
Architecture
Strategy

AML Plan
Implementation

Internal
Audit

• Meets the regulatory requirement to conduct
independent testing of the AML program
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Setting Risk Appetite for AML
Risk Appetite & Limits Framework

Exposure

Do we accept any residual risk exposure arising from AML / TF? Maybe not but we cannot exclude it…Applying the
manual compliance management / implementing risk based approach or finally deciding for the Machine Learning
advanced methodologies we still are vulnerable against the AML risk exposure

Solution

We have to define the risk appetite and risk limits & tolerance for AML / TF combining with the
compliance risk management approach

Exposure

RA
Level
Exposure

Trigger

Exposure

Risk Profile is
within
the risk appetite level
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Risk Profile approaching
the risk appetite level

Risk Profile is
outside
the risk appetite level
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• A short word about Reacfin & today’s speakers
• Evolution of AML market practices
• Case study: Risk Based AML techniques
• Practical examples: Relevant variable selection using Machine Learning techniques
• Contact details
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Not Exhaustive

Example: Relevant variable selection
Statistical Inference or Machine learning?
Statistical Inference
•
•

Start by assuming the explanatory model and key
explaining variables are known
Objective:
o confirm the model assumption
o Calibrate the model parameters to minimize
prediction errors
o Extrapolations along the assumed model &
calibration

Machine Learning
•
•

•
•

(Recursive) algorithm based with lesser assumptions
It is the role of the algorithm to identify key
explanatory variables and their impact on the
response variable.
Complexity of the relevant model driven by the data
set it is applied to
Objective: Best predictive power under a “no
assumption” framework

Pro’s

• Assumption based  results easier to
interpret
• Easier extrapolations
• Confidence assessments

• Adaptive (depending on “training data-set”)
• Exploratory
• No “modeler’s assumption” bias

Con’s

• “Modeler’s assumption” bias
• Often requiring a limited number of
dimensions to forge assumptions

• Black-box
• “Interpolating” past observation to forge the
prediction

Best practices for AML: Combination of techniques
23
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Example : Relevant variable selection
Relevant variable selection

Issue targeted

•

Statistical Inference techniques only prove effective if applied to relevant explanatory
variable. How to identify those when overwhelmed with information?

Reacfin
Solution

•

Using Supervised Machine Learning algorithms to reduce the dimensions to be considered
and propose highly adaptive frameworks for key variable selection

What does it
mean

•

Consider a dataset (D) consisting of “d” features (potential explanatory variables) and one
target T (e.g. parametric identifier for criminal activity suspicion

•

Objective:
o Select an intelligent sub-sample of explanatory variables
o Select the most relevant subset of D composed of d’ features such that d’ < d features
to adequately predict T

•

Reduce computational cost of training subsequent predictive models

•

Increase results interpretability

•

Lower the impact of the Curse of Dimensionality (#observations required to build an accurate
predictive model increases exponentially with d)

•

Avoid collecting costly features that are irrelevant for the prediction of T

•

Keeping features that are strongly interrelated tends to lead to unstable models

•

Feature selection techniques help take domain knowledge into account

Rationale for
the approach

24
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Example : Relevant variable selection
Relevant variable selection using Decision Trees

Algorithm
characteristics

•

•

The decision tree technique recursively splits the observed dataset in different groups or
classes.
o

At each point in the splitting process a condition determines under which group /
branch a given observation belongs.

o

The splitting variables and their splitting points (i.e. levels) are chosen in order to
minimize the sum of (squared) difference between the observed Target Variable and
the prediction in each class.

Decision Tree iteratively split the data using the most informative features
T= 0,25%

Algorithm
benefits

•

Provides a
natural feature
ranking: features
that appear on
the top of many
decision trees
are the most
relevant

y

n

Condition 1: Var[5] > α

T= 0,15%

T= 3%
y

Condition 2: Var[7] < β

T = 0,10%

n

Condition 3: Var[3] < χ

T = 5%

T= 0,20%

T = 2%

Condition 4: Var[9] > φ

T = 1%

T = 17%

With Var[i] = Explanatory Variable i and T is the target variable

25
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Example : Relevant variable selection
Demystifying the alleged complexity of Decision Trees Algorithms : practical example in R

26
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Example : Relevant variable selection
Relevant variable selection using Random Forrest Algorithms

Algorithm
characteristics

Algorithm
benefits

Typical AML
Application
27

•

Building a large set of decision trees, each one on a different randomly selected subset of the
original data set .

•

Each tree provides a specific prediction and an average over all these trees gives the final
prediction for an individual.

•

Improved accuracy vs. decision trees
techniques

•

Keeps “natural feature ranking” of decision
trees

•

Suspicious clients/communities identification
o
o

Enhancing the effectiveness of Customer Due Diligence procedures
Providing client scoring for enhanced Transaction Monitoring
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Example : Relevant variable selection
Demystifying the alleged complexity of Random Forrest Algorithms: practical example in R
Example in 5-dimension hyperspace

28

Explanatory power assessment
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Predictions

Example : Relevant variable selection
Relevant variable selection using Support Vector Machines Algorithms

Algorithm
characteristics

Algorithm
benefits

•

SVMs try to find the “best” hyperplane separating the data:
o

Larger distance between the decision boundary and the data is better

o

If data is not linearly separable, allow some errors with a penalty

•

Training relies on convex optimization: Fast
and single global optimum

•

“Kernel trick”* allows for non-linear
regression

•

Few parameters to tune

Challenge

•

Runtime & interpretation

Typical AML
Application

•

Transaction monitoring (Abnormal account activities)
o
o

Facilitating the monitoring of “chains of transactions”
Reducing computation time for better exhaustive “Real-time” monitoring

(*) Concept of the Kernel Trick: Using linear classifiers in non linear problems by increasing the data set dimension using transformations the original data set

29
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Example : Relevant variable selection
Relevant variable selection : Key deployment challenges
•

Unbalanced classes: accuracy metrics (e.g. mean squared error) may prove tricky to define. Typical pitfalls is that
for some metrics it prove too easy to achieve large accuracy by always predicting the dominant class

•

Picking the right d’ < d : If too many features are removed, impossible to correctly predict the target in evolving
environment (risk of getting “outpaced/arbitraded”).

•

Thresholds for statistical filters (e.g. Significance levels) may have to be set arbitrarily and could prove unintuitive to
interpret . They typically need to be based upon expert judgement

•

Stability of the selected feature: As Money Laundering techniques adapt to AML (detection) techniques, different
set of may be selected across multiple runs in time.
o

•

30

Many Machine Learning techniques available, but none show good performances for all databases and
throughout time. Hence the approach requires robust model review mechanisms.

Need of large data sets:
o

Some data needs to be put aside to perform validation of the features

o

Many real world datasets are incomplete (missing features for some entries) making the stability of selected
features even more challenging
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Contact details

Place de l’Université, 25
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve (Brussels-Belgium)
T +32 (0) 10 84 07 50
www.reacfin.com

Dr. Maciej Stern-Sterzynski

François Ducuroir

Managing Partner
M +32 485 97 09 16

Managing Partner
M +32 472 72 32 05

maciej.sterzynski@reacfin.com

francois.ducuroir@reacfin.com

Reacfin-UMC (Middle East)
Ahmad El Husseini
Middle East Partner
M (Cyprus) + 35 799 15 62 11
M (Lebanon) + 96 176 365 368
M (UA) + 97 1250 450 63 86
ahmad.elhusseini@reacfin.com
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Disclaimer:
The recipient of this document should treat
all information as confidential and use it
only in the context it was designed for as
specified in the presentation title.
Information containt in this document may
not be disclosed to any third party without
the prior join-consent of Reacfin.
Estimates given in this presentation are
based on our current knowledge, they can
be based upon our previous experience
within the Undertaking, as well as taking
into account similar projects in the same
context as the Undertaking, either locally,
within majority of the EU countries as well
as overseas. Reacfin will however accept no
liability related to the accuracy, correctness,
reliability or adequacy of this information.
Recipients should thus check all information
contained in this document before taking
any decisions on the basis hereof.
This presentation is only the supporting
document of a verbal presentation. Hence,
it is not intended to be exhaustive. Quoting
or using this document on its own might be
misleading. As a result, these materials
may not be used by anybody except their
authors nor should they be relied upon in
any way for any purpose other than as
contemplated by joint written agreement
with Reacfin.
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